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Abstract: A new method is presented on how to calculate
molecular complexity for chemical reactions by the fractal
dimension of reactants and products. Two pathways for the
total synthesis of strychnine were compared. Significant
differences in the two synthesis pathways were reflected by
reaction complexity. These results demonstrate that reaction
complexity is a powerful measure to group chemical reactions
beyond substructural changes.
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Introduction
Molecular complexity has a long history in organic chemistry.

With the increase of available molecules for drug discovery and

the plethora of reactions for synthesis, calculating molecular
complexity becomes an increasingly prominent topic.[1] A stan-
dard measure of molecular complexity would allow the analysis,
classification, and search for molecules and reactions for com-
plexity. In this contribution, we outline how the idea of molecular
complexity evolves up to the point where it will provide useful
support in synthetic organic chemistry in the future. The original
idea of molecular complexity aimed to understand the living cell.
Rashevsky put forward the hypothesis: if we can calculate the
complexity of each molecule in a cell, we can calculate the com-
plexity of the cell.[2]Rashevsky was approaching molecular com-
plexity from information theory. Shannon’s central formula for
information theory (Eqn. (1)) was introduced in 1948 in his man-
uscript ‘A mathematical theory of communication’.[3]

A central concept of Shannon’s information theory is the en-
tropy H(X). The entropy is calculated from the characters of a
given alphabet with specific probabilities, Eqn. (1), where x is a
character in an alphabet with n characters, andP is the probability
that this character occurs in a text. Entropy is a familiar term to
chemists as a measure of disorder in a system. In information
theory, the entropy can be taken as equivalent to the complexity
with a negative sign.

Rashevsky proposed to express graph complexity via the en-
tropy of an alphabet of graph invariants.[2] Graph invariants are
features that are invariant to isomorphisms of the graph, i.e., for
a molecular graph, graph invariants are the number of atoms and
the number of bonds. Isomorphism of a molecular graph means
two different depictions of the same molecule. Without the bur-
den of graph theoretical considerations, chemists used in the
same period the term molecular complexity to describe organic
molecules.

Robinson wrote the following about strychnine in 1952: “For
its molecular size, it is the most complex substance known”.[4]
And in 1959, Bradshaw et al., wrote that the “Clarification of the
biosynthesis of complex organic structures, e.g., terpenoids and
alkaloids, is proceeding rapidly”.[5] We state that the concept of
molecular complexity was in the minds of organic chemists from
the middle of the twentieth century.

In 1954[6] and in 1963,[7] Woodward et al. published the first
total synthesis of strychnine. Woodward cited the complex-
ity statement from Robinson. A few years later, Corey set the
pace for the synthesis of natural products with his manuscript
‘General methods for the construction of complex molecules’.[8]
But it took almost two more decades until Bertz described
a measurement for molecular complexity.[9] His work relied
Rashevsky’s approach. The graph invariants chosen by Bertz
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were developed from the number of ways a pre-defined subgraph
could be ‘cut-out’ of the original molecular graph. Hence, under-
standing the approach from Bertz is difficult, as was stated by
Whitlock who developed his own complexity measurement.[10]
Whitlock relied on counting rings, unsaturated bonds, hetero atoms,
and stereo centers. In his contribution,Whitlock analyzed and com-
pared the complexity changes for the synthesis of natural products.

Since the publication by Bertz, many approaches for the calcu-
lation of molecular complexity have been developed.[11] This in-
cluded calculating molecular complexity by a model derived from
artificial neural network[12] and a crowd-sourcing approach.[13]
The importance of molecular complexity for pharmaceutical in-
dustry was recently emphasized.[1]

On the Way to our Novel Algorithm
While reviewing the literature about molecular complex-

ity, we remarked that the graph theoretical- and the molecular
feature-based approaches possess a similarity. Both approaches
need graph invariants. Graph invariants are structural patterns
that do not change when a molecule is depicted in different ways.
And both approaches have disadvantages. All graph theoretical
approaches using Shannon entropy are not size independent.
With an increasing number of features the entropy increases.
This is also true for the molecular feature-based approaches if
they are not normalized, i.e., by the number of non-hydrogen
atoms.

Another relevant disadvantage of the pre-defined substruc-
ture-based features was already pointed out by Whitlock.[10] He
stated that counting substructures is a very insufficient way to
calculate molecular complexity, because counting pre-defined
substructures neglects the relations between substructures over
the topology of the molecule.

Additionally, complexity methods relying on pre-defined sub-
structures will omit new features in molecules, synthesized after
the definition of the substructure-based complexity. And many
molecular complexity methods apply a weighing scheme to the
molecular features. This scheme needs to be calibrated by an ar-
bitrarily chosen dataset. It would be more desirable to have a mo-
lecular complexity measure that accounts for the whole molecular
topology, without the need of pre-defined substructure patterns
and datasets for calibration.

It tookusseveralyears to realize that the fractal-dimension from
Mandelbrot[14] contained the solution for our quest. Mandelbrot
created a mathematical formula to calculate a measurement for
the observation that many objects in the real world are made by
smaller copies of the object itself. For calculating the fractal di-
mension, Mandelbrot’s term quantifies self-repeating patterns
on different scales. His breakthrough example was a map of the
coastline of Britain,[14] in which the smallest scale corresponded
to the level of highest detail. A central term in Mandelbrot’s com-
plexity calculation is ‘the highest level of detail’, which refers to
the state of a self-repeating pattern analysis where the number of
distinguishable patterns becomes maximum. For a map, the high-
est level of detail is the smallest scale.

Our Novel Algorithm
We transferred Mandelbrot’s term for the calculation of the

fractal dimension of coastlines in two dimensions to graph topo-
logy and retrieved a measurement for molecular complexity.[15]

Our algorithm is straightforward. A molecule is decomposed
into all possible substructures. Only non-hydrogen atoms are con-
sidered. The substructures are grouped by their number of bonds.
The group g

max
with the highest number n

max
of unique substruc-

tures characterizes the highest level of detail in the molecule. For
a molecular structure, the scale for the highest level of detail is the
bond count g

max
where the maximum number of unique substruc-

tures n
max

was extracted from the molecule.

Molecular complexity c results from dividing the logarithm
of the group size n

max
by the logarithm of the bond count g

max
for

this group. The Java source-code for the complexity calculation
is freely available in the OpenChemLib project on GitHub
[https://github.com/Actelion/openchemlib]. Eqn. (2) gives the
term for calculating molecular complexity by fractal dimension.

Propanoic acid may serve as an example (Scheme 1). For one
bond, three distinct substructures were cut-out of the molecule.
With two bonds, we obtained four distinct subgraphs. Three
distinct subgraphs were obtained for three bonds. The high-
est level of detail, the smallest scale, is two bonds. According
to Eqn. (2), the value calculated for propanoic acid is 2, i.e.,
log(4)/log(2).

Although the calculation is straightforward, the molecule
decomposition needs considerable computational resources for
complex molecules. If the molecule has a high complexity, ac-
cording to our definition several million substructures might be
extracted. The extracted substructures are graph invariants. The
number of unique substructures and, therefore, the number of
graph invariants depends on the level of detail in the representa-
tion of the molecular graph.

If the graph representation considers stereochemistry, the
number of unique substructures is higher with stereochemistry
than without. In other words, molecular complexity by fractal
dimension considers graph invariants like the majority of ap-
proaches.Whereas most current approaches addressing molecular
complexity consider graph invariants, our algorithm is the first to
include normalization by the number of bonds. The innovation in
our algorithm was the observation that the number of bonds for
the extracted substructures is the graph-analogue for the scale on
a map.

For the complexity given by Mandelbrot, the smallest scale
on the map provided the highest level of detail. This was an ar-
bitrary part of the complexity term. In principle, a map scale can
go down to the atomic level. In contrast, for subgraph extraction
exists a defined highest level of detail. The highest level of detail
correlates to the highest number of unique substructures grouped
by their bond-counts. For linear alkanes, the highest level of detail
is always reached at a bond-count one, with one unique substruc-
ture. For bond-count one, the complexity is defined as zero. For
strychnine, the bond-count (g

max
) at the highest number of unique

substructures is twenty-one.

𝑐𝑐 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛���𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝛾𝛾��� (2)

Scheme 1. Unique substructures cut-out of propanoic acid and grouped
by their bond counts (bc).
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Addressing Molecular Complexity of Molecules Using
our Innovative Algorithm

In Table 1 and Scheme. 2, examples are given for molecular
complexity by fractal dimension.

As presented earlier, the simple propionic acid shows a mo-
lecular complexity of two. Camphor has a complexity of 2.21,
which is slightly higher, even though all organic chemists would
agree that camphor is a much more complex molecule than pro-
pionic acid. This illustrates the intrinsic relationship between
the size of a molecule and its complexity. Fractal dimension
yields a complexity measure that normalizes for the size of the
molecule.

Aldohexose, the general form for aldehyde containing sugar
molecules, has a lower complexity than camphor despite having
an additional atom. Glucose, an aldohexose with defined stereo-
chemistry, has a higher complexity than camphor. This shows that
stereochemistry is well-considered in the fractal dimension calcu-
lation for molecules.

The molecule from PubChem with CID 2810957 was used for
high-throughput screening (HTS) and possesses one atom more
than strychnine. Both molecules have the highest level of detail
at 21 bonds. The difference in the number of substructures for
this bond count was striking. The PubChem CID 2810957 mol-
ecule has more than three thousand unique substructures, where-
as strychnine has over two million substructures. Consequently,
the molecular complexity for these two molecules differs a lot,
which is reflected in the experience of synthetic organic chemists.
Consequently, for molecules of about the same size, the fractal
dimension is a valid measure of molecular complexity.

Table 1. Example molecules with number of atoms, bonds, number
of bonds at highest level of detail (gmax), and corresponding number of
unique substructures (nmax).

Molecule Atoms Bonds g
max

n
max

Complexity
n-octane 8 7 1 1 0.00
1-methyl-heptane 8 7 3 2 0.63
Cubane 8 12 8 14 1.27
Propionic acid 5 4 2 4 2.00
(+) camphor 11 12 8 98 2.21
Aldohexose 12 12 8 89 2.16
Glucose 12 12 8 106 2.24
PubChem CID2810957 26 29 21 3’153 2.65
Strychnine 25 31 21 2’025’643 4.77

Assessing Molecular Complexity in Synthesis Paths
The changes in molecular complexity for two synthesis path-

ways were calculated using our algorithm for chemical synthe-
sis analysis. Both synthesis pathways depict the total synthesis
of strychnine. Woodward et al. needed twenty-seven steps to
synthesize strychnine[6,7] (Scheme 3). Around fifty years later,
MacMillan and coworkers published a manuscript with a much
shorter synthesis of thirteen steps (Scheme 4).[16]We looked at the
two synthesis routes from a molecular complexity point of view.
The change of complexity in a reaction step was calculated by
subtracting the complexity of the educt from the complexity of the
product. If there were two educts, the complexity of the molecule
with higher complexity was taken.

The changes in complexity are summarized in Table 2.
MacMillan used amore complex startingmaterial thanWoodward
(2.91 vs 2.06, respectively). The split into positive and negative
complexity changes revealed no large difference between the two
syntheses. But it must be considered that for the similar sums of
complexity changes quite a different number of synthesis steps
were needed. Consequently, the median of absolute complexity
changes shows that MacMillan employed reactions that increased
or decreased the complexity of the products much more than the
reactions applied by Woodward.

Looking at the complexity changes along the synthesis paths
provided interesting details (Fig. 1). In all cases except one,
MacMillan’s synthesis showed a pattern of increasing complex-
ity followed by a reduction of complexity. Only in reaction steps

Scheme 3. Synthesis route of strychnine by Woodward. The number
below the arrow specifies the reaction step. The value above the arrow
indicates the difference in molecular complexity in the reaction step
between product and educt. The value above the structure depicts
the complexity of a molecule. Reaction steps 12–27 are available as
supplementary material.

Scheme 2. Example molecules for Table 1.
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Conclusions and Outlook
The work of thousands of chemists in the fifty years be-

tween the two strychnine syntheses of Woodward and MacMillan
equipped the latter with a toolset of chemical reactions that allowed
for a much more concise synthesis pathway than for Woodward.
MacMillan exemplified the pathway for modern synthesis with the
consecutive pattern of increasing/decreasing complexity reactions.

From the complexity analysis of the two syntheses, and some
more not shown here for the sake of brevity, we conclude the
following: Molecular complexity by fractal dimension can group
chemical reactions by type. Ring closures, ring-openings, frag-
ment addition by cross-coupling reactions, and removal of chemi-
cal groups showed significant changes in molecular complexity
from educt to product.

Molecular Complexity for Reaction Databases
Adding molecular complexity changes to reaction databases

will support the medicinal chemist in the search for specific types
of reactions. Molecular complexity allows for a broader search than
substructure searches. Searching for reaction types is only possible
if the reactions were tagged with appropriate keywords, whereas
searching for reaction complexity does not require tagging. This is
because the complexity of a chemical reaction is the difference in
complexity from product and educt, which is characteristic for a re-
action type. So, searching for reaction complexity needs no tagging.

Semiautomatic Synthesis with Molecular Complexity
A more advanced application of our algorithm will be to use

reaction complexity for semi-automatic retrosynthesis. Cutting
complex molecules automatically to find a possible synthesis
route remains a very challenging task for computational algo-
rithms. Employing reaction complexity solves two issues. First,
it can find the retrosynthetic cut with the maximum gain of reac-
tion complexity. Second, this reaction complexity can be used to
perform a fully automated search for a set of reactions with the
same or similar reaction complexity. This selection would be pre-
sented to the medicinal chemist, who knows much better than any
software if one of the reactions is promising enough to be tried. If
the chemist rejects the presented selection, the algorithm simply
processes the next best retrosynthetic cut until a feasible synthesis
pathway is found.

Supplementary Information
Supplementary information for this publication is available on

https://chimia.ch/article/view/2023.258.
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three and four were there two increasing complexity steps in a
row. For Woodward’s synthesis, the pattern was similar but more
irregular. Looking for reactions with the highest changes in com-
plexity, we find reaction step four for MacMillan and step seven
for Woodward. In both cases it was a ring-closing reaction for
the central scaffold of strychnine. The large negative changes in
complexity were either ring openings or removal of larger groups.
A small increase/decrease in complexity indicated the addition/
removal of a small group. Complexity changes zero or close to
zero occurred through bond order conversion.

Fig. 1. Complexity changes on in the synthesis paths for strychnine.
X-axis = synthesis step as given in Schemes 3 and 4. Y-axis = change in
molecular complexity.

Scheme 4. Synthesis route of strychnine by MacMillan. The number
below the arrow specifies the reaction step. The value above the arrow
indicates the difference in molecular complexity in the reaction step
between product and educt. The value above the structure depicts the
complexity of a molecule. The following reaction steps are available as
supplementary material.

Table 2. Sums of changes in complexity in strychnine syntheses. Split up
by positive and negative complexity changes.

Strychnine syntheses
Woodward
(27 steps)

MacMillan
(13 steps)

Complexity starting material 2.06 2.91
Sum of positive complexity changes 4.274 3.65
Sum of negative complexity changes –1.562 –1.794
Total sum (complexity strychnine) 4.77 4.77
Median of changes (absolute values) 0.13 0.41
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